
Number the sentences below to 

put them in order and form a story.

English was the next class of the day for Jamie. He was relieved 
to find his textbook in his backpack, until he realized it was the 
English textbook he had used the year before. How could that have 
gotten into his backpack?

On his way to the cafeteria at lunch time, Jamie stopped into the 

restroom to comb his hair. When he reached into his backpack to find his comb, he found 
Jessi’s hairbrush instead! Could Jessi be playing a trick on him?

On Monday morning, Jamie picked up his backpack from its spot beside the front door and 
headed out to catch the school bus. His sister Jessi, who was in the grade below his, picked 
up her backpack from the same spot and followed Jamie to the bus stop.

Frustrated, Jamie went to the cafeteria and sat down to eat his lunch. When he unwrapped his 
sandwich, instead of the peanut butter he expected, he found Jessi’s favorite, tomatoes and 
cheese. Jamie’s parents knew he didn’t like tomatoes. Why would they have given him this 
sandwich?

The first lesson of the morning was in Social Studies. When Jamie looked into his backpack 
for his Social Studies textbook, he couldn’t find it anywhere. Luckily Jake, who sat at the desk 
beside him, let Jamie share his book.

“While we’re at it,” said Jamie, “let me give you back your hairbrush. I don’t know how it ended 
up in my backpack, but you may as well have it back.” Jamie knew from Jessi’s genuine look 
of surprise that Jessi was not responsible for her hairbrush having ended up in his backpack.

As he was about to take a bite of the disappointing sandwich, Jamie saw Jessi marching 
toward him, looking as irritated as he felt. “Can we trade sandwiches?” she asked. “Whatever 
you have has got to be better than the peanut butter and jelly mom and dad gave me.”

As Jessi opened her backpack to put her brush away, Jamie began to notice how similar their 
backpacks looked. They were the same shade of blue and were the exact same size. Jessi 
must’ve noticed too, because they both exclaimed, “I’ve got your backpack!”

?!?
Crazy Monday!Reading


